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Review Article

A Review on Grapheme-to-Phoneme Modelling Techniques 
to Transcribe Pronunciation Variants for Under-Resourced 
Language
Emmaryna Irie, Sarah Samson Juan* and Suhaila Saee
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology, Universiti Malaysia Sarawak, 94300 UNIMAS, 
Kota Samarahan, Sarawak, Malaysia

ABSTRACT
A pronunciation dictionary (PD) is one of the components in an Automatic Speech 
Recognition (ASR) system, a system that is used to convert speech to text. The dictionary 
consists of word-phoneme pairs that map sound units to phonetic units for modelling and 
predictions. Research has shown that words can be transcribed to phoneme sequences using 
grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) models, which could expedite building PDs. The G2P 
models can be developed by training seed PD data using statistical approaches requiring 
large amounts of data. Consequently, building PD for under-resourced languages is a great 
challenge due to poor grapheme and phoneme systems in these languages. Moreover, some 
PDs must include pronunciation variants, including regional accents that native speakers 
practice. For example, recent work on a pronunciation dictionary for an ASR in Iban, an 
under-resourced language from Malaysia, was built through a bootstrapping G2P method. 
However, the current Iban pronunciation dictionary has yet to include pronunciation 
variants that the Ibans practice. Researchers have done recent studies on Iban pronunciation 
variants, but no computational methods for generating the variants are available yet. Thus, 
this paper reviews G2P algorithms and processes we would use to develop pronunciation 
variants automatically. Specifically, we discuss data-driven techniques such as CRF, JSM, 

and JMM. These methods were used to 
build PDs for Thai, Arabic, Tunisian, and 
Swiss-German languages. Moreover, this 
paper also highlights the importance of 
pronunciation variants and how they can 
affect ASR performance.
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